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Today’s focus

n To prepare you to interact effectively and 
successfully with the community and the 
media.

n Media training is not about being deceptive, slick, or 
evasive – it is all about communicating effectively.



Community and media 
opportunities

n Organizational Spokesperson
n Public Meeting or Public Availability Session
n Uninvited Litigation
n Expert Testimony
n Tag – You’re It!

n Senior Professional Onsite When Media Arrives
n Emergency or Crisis Situation

n Media training is something you wish you had when it’s too late.



Why media training?

What could go wrong?



The Ruth Corley Show



Bob’s media experience

n Did Bob know what he was getting into?
n Did Bob have anything in mind that he 

wanted to say?
n How did Bob react to tough questioning?

Don’t “Wing It”

Be Prepared!



Your first media experience



Your first media experience

Headlights?!!



Your role in communications

n You are a knowledgeable source of 
information about your work.

n You have the ability to translate technical 
information.

n You live in the community.
n You make your company “human.”
n You are the key to communicating honesty 

and sincerity.



Our liabilities as
technical professionals



Our liabilities as
technical professionals

n We strive to answer questions correctly.
n We strive to answer questions accurately.
n We strive to answer questions completely.

n If you approach a media opportunity like an engineering 
exam, you will go down in flames!



Talking to the news media

n Key questions to ask yourself:
n Why are you giving an interview? (objectives)
n Who are you trying to reach?  (audience)
n What do you want to say?  (messages)

n Remember:  an interview is a presentation, 
not a conversation.



Be prepared

n Never go into a media situation without 
three key message points.



Be prepared

n Never go into a media situation without 
three key message points.

n At Gredell Engineering, we take our 
professional development very seriously.

n Professional development helps us to better 
serve our clients and our community.

n The MWCC Conference is an excellent venue 
for professional development.



Know your audience

n You are not having a conversation with the 
reporter.

n You are speaking to the viewers.
n What are the questions THEY have?
n What do you want to tell THEM?



What you say is what they see

n How often do you see the reporter asking 
questions on the news?

n Not very often – the reporter or anchor 
sets up the story, then they show a few 
seconds of footage of the answer.

n If the only footage they have is you 
delivering your message points, then that 
is the footage they will have to show.



Develop a new language 

n We, as technical professionals, have a 
very precise way of communicating with 
each other (jargon).

n We must develop a way to communicate 
with the media and the audience.

n Short sound bites (4 to 6 seconds)
n 4th grade level language
n analogies



“The thermal treatment unit achieved stack 
emission levels for 2,3,7,8 tetrachloro-

dibenzo-para-dioxin  of 0.0036 nanograms per 
dry standard cubic meter.”

????!!!!



“Emissions were 275 times lower than levels that 
EPA had decided were safe.” 



Use analogies, anecdotes, and 
colorful language

n “If the stack emissions were routed through your 
home, the emissions would not even set off the 
carbon monoxide monitor”

n Is a CO monitor a credible source?

n A CO monitor is an objective device with no agenda 
whose sole purpose is to protect your family from 
harm.



How much time do you have to 
formulate your answer?

n As much as you need.
n “It is better to be thought a fool than to open 

your mouth and remove all doubt.” 
n Take your time.
n Take a breath.
n Formulate your answer before you speak.  

n Airtime is too precious to show someone 
just standing there thinking.



Developing effective messages

n Limit messages to the three or four most 
important points.

n Use concise, simple, straightforward 
language.

n Use positive words and memorable 
phrases.
n “The tornado sounded like a freight train!”



Master of messages

“Who has questions for my answers?”



Using key messages

n Use questions asked as a “springboard” to 
the messages you want to deliver.

n Key messages help you to maintain 
confidence and control, and provide a 
“road map home.”



Supporting your key messages

n Use one or two supporting points (or “proof 
points”) to reinforce each key message.
n Facts
n Statistics
n Analogies
n Personal examples and anecdotes

n “I was talking to a lady in the community just 
yesterday who said . . . “



Don’t accept a false premise

n Mr. Jones, When did you stop beating your 
wife?

n Mr. Smith, Everybody knows that your 
company profited from illegal stock sales.  
How will you go about restoring public 
confidence?



Door A or Door B

n Don’t accept an “either – or” choice when 
the correct answer is “neither”

n Mr. Smith, did your company’s IRS 
problems result from poor management or 
a blatant disregard for the law?



Avoid the “absent party” trap

n Mr. Smith, I know you work with XYZ 
Corporation.  What is their policy regarding 
safety?



Avoid using negatives

n No, not, didn’t, isn’t, won’t, can’t, shouldn’t

n “Honestly” “Truthfully” “Seriously”

n What is probably the most famous negative 
phrase in American history?



“I am not a crook!”



Avoid hypotheticals

n Mr. Jones, what is the worst type of problem 
you could have at your plant site?



Blocking and bridging

n Acknowledge the question; never ignore it.
n Address the topic or category of question.
n If asked about a problem, talk about a 

solution.
n If you can’t talk about it, explain why 

(never say “no comment”).
n Take your time to frame your answers.



Blocking and bridging

n Mr. Smith, we have been told that your 
plant has safety problems.  How do you 
respond to that?

n “Actually, we are very proud of our safety 
record.  Let me tell you about some of the 
programs we have in place to ensure the 
safety of our facility . . . .” 



What if I don’t know the answer?

n Just say so!
n “I don’t have that information here.  What 

is your deadline?  I will get back to you by 
(time).”

n Then do it!  Always follow through.  Your 
credibility is on the line.



Communicating in low trust, high 
concern situations

n Limit yourself to three or four main points.
n Avoid negatives.
n Keep words simple and straightforward.
n Let your body language work for you.
n Use anecdotes and analogies to breathe 

“life” into your words.



Who is most credible?

n Highest credibility – local citizens, 
physicians/health professionals, 
educators, non-management employees.

n Medium credibility – news media, 
environmental groups.

n Lowest credibility – industrial officials,  
government officials, environmental 
consultants.



Types of Media Interviews

n Print
n Radio
n Television – studio
n Television – standup



Interview Do’s

n Build bridges from the questions the 
interviewer asks to the answers you want 
to give.

n Use specifics.
n Use analogies.
n Use contrasts and comparisons.
n Be anecdotal.
n Be enthusiastic and animated.



Interview Do’s

n Be your casual self.
n Be likeable - reporters and audiences will 

remember that.
n Be a good listener.
n Be cool.
n Be correct - if you don’t know, don’t guess.



Interview Don’ts
n Don’t fall for the “A” or “B” dilemma.
n Don’t speculate or hypothesize.
n Don’t step into the absent-party trap.
n Don’t accept a question built on a faulty 

premise.
n Don’t use jargon.



Interview Don’ts
n Don’t go “off the record.”
n Don’t think you have to answer every 

question.
n Don’t be afraid to admit you don’t have the 

answer.



The stand-up interview



The stand-up interview

n Reporter probably less well informed.
n May have little background on subject.
n May hold mike at your face to force longer 

answers.
n May demand short answers - if interviewer 

doesn’t get them, they may cut you off.
n Your remarks will be subject to severe 

edits.



The stand-up interview

n May use only one or two of your answers.
n Your first words should be key messages.
n State conclusions first -- Don’t build the 

rationale to a conclusion. 
n Don’t be an engineer

n This is not a conversation -- It is a 
presentation.



The stand-up interview

n Sometimes the best outcome is having NO 
involvement in the story.



Times Beach Media Q&A
n Look for

n Blocking and bridging
n Delivery of message points 
n “Absent party” trap
n Hypotheticals
n Use of analogies
n Use of anecdotes



Summary

n You have a good story to tell and you are a 
capable messenger – be calm and confident.

n Know the objectives, audiences and messages 
before communicating.

n Anticipate the toughest possible questions.
n Never allow yourself to be caught off-guard.

n Practice, practice, practice.



Who has questions for my 
answers?
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